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Management and Leadership

● Environmental Policy Statement

Our mission is to create unprecedented value for our customers, employees and communities by providing technology through a powerful urban logistics engine to recycle more – as safely, efficiently and environmentally friendly as possible. As a team, we provide our industry-best offering with dedication, passion, authenticity and integrity.

● Annual Environmental Goals

Increase Business’s recycling rates up to 50% when they partner with us, and guarantee that 100% of those materials will be recycled.

● Environmentally Preferable Products and Services

RoadRunner Recycling makes waste removal easy and agile. Our custom programs ensure customers have the right receptacles, right schedules and right operations. Our signage and training/educational materials ensure that valuable recyclables always end up in the right place. Efficient recycling equals maximum savings!

Our comprehensive, end-to-end cardboard, mixed commingled, paper, and compost recycling services handle everything from the efficient waste set-up
in office space to scheduling pick-ups to saving our customers money by recycling more.

Our machine learning allows us to accurately predict what volumes of different materials are generated by different industries, and what containers will most efficiently hold these waste and recycling streams. We understand what materials are right for our customers to separate and recycle to achieve the maximum value.

How does it all work? Custom algorithms understand the materials that need to be picked up and recycled from each business across entire cities. Then, routes are created so that those materials reach their end buyer in the most efficient way, significantly lowering costs and increasing recycling and composting rates.

RoadRunnerGO is our express service, designed to streamline our customer’s one-off, haul-out needs. It’s convenient, on demand, and ideal for challenging materials and bulk pickups such as office clean-outs, construction projects, company moves and more.

The Tech Team is currently developing a Customer Report Card. The Customer Report Card will provide a full scope of the waste and recycling streams at the customer’s location. This will show our customers how much they are saving with RoadRunner, how much they are diverting from landfill, and other customer specific information.

In the Last 12 months, we have helped our customers recycle 4,557 tons of cardboard and 521 tons of commingled materials. That’s over 10,000,000 pounds of recyclables!!!

Waste

☑️ Recycling

A second waste and recycling station has been added to our kitchen to accommodate higher volumes. We ensure that all food containers going into the commingled bins are rinsed out and clean. We also keep a large cart in the kitchen for clean, flattened cardboard.

Transportation

☑️ Fleet Vehicles

We operate in dense city pockets, ensuring maximum service efficiency as we pick up materials. Our hauling is powered by licensed, fleet-based businesses
who pick up materials across city blocks and sell them to the nearest local recycling center in town. This increases our FleetHaul’s efficiency, lowering our carbon footprint, also benefiting our communities.

**Our FleetHaul Trucks = 12 mpg**
Trash Hauler Trucks = 2-4 mpg

[View our video](#)